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2023 Market Outlook and Strategy

■ Revenue decreased due to delayed recovery in IT set demand 

from economic slowdown

- IT/industrial supply decreased due to continued inventory

adjustments by customers

■ Automotive revenue to EV & Tier-1 continuing growth 

■ While uncertainty in IT demand is likely to persist, automotive 

demand is expected to continue growth 

→ Continue to drive automotive revenue growth by

expanding high-temperature/voltage MLCC line-up

→ Increaseprofitability through productivity enhancement

and operating efficiency gain

- High-value MLCC shipments increased driven by growth

of ADAS and EV 

■ Business growth of Electronic Component such as Power 
Inductor for DDR5
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■

■

■

■

2022 Q4 Results

Revenue decreased due to mobile camera seasonality 

Demand for differentiated camera modules  for flagship 

application expected to continue 

Automotive camera module sales to overseas customers 
remained solid 

→ Initiate high-performance camera modules applying new 

technology and implement production expansion

→ Expand business with differentiated technology and   

diversify customer base 

Market for automotive camera modules expect to continue  

growth driven by advanced ADAS and autonomous drive

technology

- Started mass production of high-performance modules for 

new flagships of strategic customers, but overall supply to 

key local/overseas customers decreased 
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■

■

BGA revenue decreased due to slow smartphone demand

Demand expected to be soft in certain applications such as 

smartphone, PC, but demand for high-end substrates is

expected to continue growth

- Decreased supply of substrate for mobile AP, memory and 
5G antenna

- Increased supply of ARM processor substrate

→  Secure capacity of new overseas plant on schedule and
stabilize mass production 

2022 Q4 Results

■ FCBGA revenue similar to Q3 despite weaker PC demand 

- Decreased supply for PC applications but increased for 
network/automotive applications

→  Increase supply of high-end substrates for ARM processor
and server/network/automotive applications 



※ Net income attributable to owners of the parent



QoQ 4Q21 YoY

11,200.8 2%↓ 9,941.4 11%↑

5,324.4 8%↓ 4,598.3 6%↑

1,619.4 4%↑ 1,185.2 42%↑

1,315.3 25%↓ 1,219.4 19%↓

1,931.9 2%↓ 1,818.4 5%↑

457.8 30%↓ 375.3 15%↓

5,876.4 4%↑ 5,343.1 14%↑

307.0 4%↑ 347.1 8%↓

5,179.0 1%↑ 4,639.4 13%↑

151.1 1%↓ 141.8 6%↑

239.3 68%↑ 214.8 88%↑

3,368.1 2%↓ 3,070.3 8%↑

2,438.8 4%↑ 2,234.7 13%↑

929.3 16%↓ 835.6 7%↓

7,832.7 2%↓ 6,871.1 12%↑

388.0 - 388.0 -





Dividend per Share
(based on common share)

※ Subject to change depending on external audit results and approval by the General Meeting of Shareholders

■ Year-end dividend decided based on 2022 business results

■ Enhancement of shareholder return policy  in the future

- Plan to continue strengthening shareholder return

with appropriate dividend while focusing on enhancing 

enterprise value through investment and growth

- Targeting to gradually reach and maintain payout ratio 

at least 20%  

(subject to adjustment in consideration of investment  needs for     

future growth and cash flow situation) 

- KRW 2,100 percommon share (2,150 for preferred)

- Dividend amount to be maintained at 2021 level,  

reflecting 2022 business results while taking into 

account investments into future growth drivers, 

cash flow conditions, etc.


